
a multi-purpose chair

Knox

Knox designed by Greg Saul at Tolleson Saul Design



From contemporary office, to training, to 
more casual meeting spaces, Knox can be 
outfitted for any environment and any 
design style.

meet Knox.

VERSATILE.
FUNCTIONAL.
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KNOX

MEET
Pair up with Lok tables, add 
casters, and call a meeting.
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KNOX

WORK
Defined limited tilt makes 
for a light scale alternative 
meeting chair with comfort 
and style.
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KNOX

DINE
Quality frame construction 
makes the chair perfect for 
café settings in addition to 
private offices.
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KNOX

WELCOME
Using single chair, bariatrics,
multiple seating or linked 
combination of products 
provides for an enjoyable wait. 
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explore the

OVERVIEW MATERIALS DETAILS



With a variety of styles, finish options and 
practical features, Knox’s full breadth creates 
a true multi-purpose collection.
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mix or 
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all plastic, 8 colors
plastic back and upholstered seat
wood back and upholstered seat
all upholstered 
2 arm styles plus armless 
caster versions
24 SKU with plenty of options

KNOX

GUEST CHAIRS
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all upholstered 
2 arm styles plus armless 
total of 3 SKU 

KNOX

BARIATRICS
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KNOX

STOOLS
all plastic, 8 colors
plastic back and upholstered seat
wood back and upholstered seat
all upholstered 
2 arm styles plus armless 
caster versions
24 SKU with plenty of options
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all plastic, 8 colors
plastic back and upholstered seat
wood back and upholstered seat
all upholstered 
2 arm styles
total of 8 SKU 

KNOX

SWIVEL TILT
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all plastic, 8 colors
plastic back and upholstered seat
wood back and upholstered seat
all upholstered
1 arm style plus armless 
16 total built up models
modular starter, adder and ender 

KNOX

MULTIPLE SEATING
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side tables 
magazine tables
in-line connecting tables
corner connecting tables

laminate
veneer
solid surface

KNOX

TABLES



With multiple SKUs and endless options, you 
won’t have trouble finding the perfect seat 
for any environment or aesthetic.
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KNOX

FRAME COLORS
powder coat (3 colors)
optional chrome 
complementary plastics

tube cap & glide match frame
chrome = tricorn black

ARCTIC SILVER MATTE BLACK PEWTER CHROME
upcharge applies

TUBE CAP
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standard features
flex back
handle cut out standard
matching color back cap
exposed front fastening

applies to all models except bariatrics 

KNOX

PLASTIC BACK
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KNOX

PLASTIC COLORS
back and seat colors

TRICORN BLACK SALTY BLUE

WORLDLY GREYBRIGHT WHITEPOINSETTIA SECURE BLUE

CYBERSPACE GREY MATTERS
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KNOX

WOOD BACKS
plywood

maple
walnut
double cut 

horizontal grain direction
back cap matches frame color
handle cut out is an option

applies to all models except bariatrics 

MAPLE VENEER PLYWOOD
standard
all maple finishes and coordinates available

WALNUT VENEER PLYWOOD
optional
all walnut finishes available

DOUBLE CUT PLYWOOD
optional
grain horizontal – khaki or studio teak
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flex back
upholstery cover all back hardware
no handle cut out option

structural plywood back
bariatric models

KNOX

UPHOLSTERED BACK
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KNOX

SEATS

CROSS SECTION

seat pan

foam

plastic seat
upholstered seat

seat pan recessed foam

structural plywood seat
bariatric models
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KNOX

ARMS
structural nylon plastic

straight arm design
flared arm design

two colors
tricorn black
arctic silver

flared arms and armless models 
will stack

SILVER - NYLONBLACK - NYLON

SILVER - NYLONBLACK - NYLON



Unique details and options allows Knox to 
offer complete solutions for a variety of 
methods to solve public space layouts.  
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KNOX

DURABILITY
select models pass a 500 lb. 
load rating test
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KNOX

WALL SAVER
standard on all models
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KNOX

WOOD ARM CAPS
optional

nylon straight arms
nylon flared arms

maple solid
maple finishes
coordinate finishes
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stools
ladder style foot rail

multiple seating 
front to back leg rail 

KNOX

ADDITIONAL STRUCTURE
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KNOX

SWIVEL TILT & BASE
limited tilt 
optional

aluminum polish base
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KNOX

LINKING BRACKETS
use with straight arms

black finish
sold separately as pair
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KNOX

CONNECTING TABLES
2 widths
corner table

laminate
veneer
solid

works with both arm styles
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KNOX

MULTIPLE SEATING
typical models

2 seat
3 seat



endless
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
4 armless or straight arm chairs
3 pairs of linking brackets
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
2 chairs (any arm style)
inline connecting table
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
armless or straight arm chairs 
armless or straight arm bariatrics
1 pair of linking brackets
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
chair (any arm style)
bariatrics (any arm style)
inline connecting table
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
two seating multiple typical
three seating multiple typical
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KNOX

EC24

GROUP SEATING
2 two seating multiple typical
inline connecting table
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
1 starter module
3 adder module
1 ender module
1 bariatrics 
1 pair of linking brackets

all arms style should be the same
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
1 starter module
2 adder module
1 ender module
1 inline connecting table 
1 bariatrics

all arms style should be the same
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KNOX

GROUP SEATING
1 starter module
2 adder module
1 ender module
1 corner connecting table
1 bariatrics 

all arms style should be the same
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KNOX

EC24

GROUP SEATING
2 starter module
4 adder module
2 ender module
1 corner connecting table

all arms style should be the same



QUICK TIPS

multiple seating not available 
with flared arms

only armless and flared arm style 
chairs will stack

only armless or straight arm can 
utilize the linking bracket

flared arm style available on 
bariatrics, but cannot stack

casters work on standard chair, 
not bariatrics, stools or multiple 
modules

connecting tables require a chair 
end for connection
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KNOX

JSIFURNITURE.COM
Find more resources at




